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Although businesses frequently use gifts for influencing consumers, research on the effects of gift giving in the business-to-consumer

context is lacking. We apply congruence theory to examine the influence of perceived congruence between a gift and the promoted

product on consumer responses. In a laboratory experiment we find (1) consumer evaluation of the offer is most favorable when

perceived congruence of the gift/product combination is moderate, rather than low or high, and (2) consumers’ attitude toward the

brand associated with the offer is more positive when perceived congruence is moderate or high, rather than low.
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Although business-to-consumer (B2C) gifts are prevalent in practice, few studies explore the motivations and consequences of this
activity. In this paper, we examine how perceived congruence between a gift and the promoted product influences key consumer response
variables. Perceived congruence between product-related stimuli has been found to have an impact on consumers’ impressions (Meyers-
Levy and Tybout 1989; Kamins and Gupta 1994).

In promotions, “gift” typically refers to an additional good a consumer receives for free when purchasing the promoted product. Free
gift differs from the other promotions such as price cuts, rebates, and coupons (Chandon et al. 2000) because a free gift does not affect
direct monetary cost of the promoted product.

We found only two studies that explore B2C gift giving. Raghubir (2004) finds consumers may perceive free gifts as not valuable
unless they receive price information to judge the value of the gift. Bodur and Grohman (2005) find a prior relationship with the business
and an implicit request for reciprocation positively affect consumer responses to gifts.

We believe congruence theory can help understand consumers’ reactions to B2C giving. Congruence refers to the degree to which
two or more objects, entities, people or groups share essential characteristics. Sirgy (1985) and Kamins and Gupta (1994) found that high
congruence leads to favorable evaluation and a positive attitude toward the target, whereas Meyers-Levy and Tybout (1989), and Jagre
et al. (2001) found that moderate incongruence leads to more favorable product evaluations than either high congruence or extreme
incongruence. These studies suggest when consumers encounter schema incongruence, object novelty increases arousal, and greater
cognitive elaboration may occur in an effort to resolve the incongruence.

We use consumer evaluation of the gift/product offer, and consumers’ attitude toward the brand associated with the offer as the two
key consumer responses variables. We propose when perceived congruence between in the gift/product combination is low, consumers
are more likely to perceive the gift offer as a “promotion” than as a “gift”, resulting in lower purchase intent and unfavorable brand attitude
for promoted product (Forehand 2000; Bodur and Grohmann 2005). Following Mandler’s (1982) thesis, we hypothesize an inverted U
relationship between perceived congruence and consumer evaluation of the offer.

H1: Consumers will evaluate the offer most favorably when the perceived congruence of the gift/product combination is moderate,
rather than high or low. High congruence will result in more favorable evaluation than low congruence.

Extant research is less certain about formation of attitude toward the target object (brand) in the stimulus. In B2C gift context, we
argue that the arousal in object novelty and enhancement in cognitive elaboration caused by moderate incongruence is attributed more
toward the offer and less toward the brand associated with the offer. Therefore, we do not expect significantly more positive attitude toward
the brand in case of moderate versus high congruence. We agree with Mandler (1982) that extreme incongruence does not lead to
satisfactory resolution even after extensive elaboration, resulting in least positive attitude toward the brand.

H2: Consumers will form more positive attitudes toward the brand in the gift offer when perceived congruence of the gift/product
combination is moderate or high, rather than low. Attitudes will not be significantly different for moderate versus high
congruence.

A between-subjects factorial design with three levels of perceived congruence (low, moderate, high) of the gift/product combination
was used for the laboratory experiment. After pretesting several sets of stimuli, music CDs (and car insurance) was used as the promoted
product and a free music CD (free extension to insurance policy), a free radio receiver (free safety check of car), and a free pair of garden
clogs (free barbeque grill) were used as gifts corresponding high, moderate, and low congruence respectively. Participants (n=199) were
recruited from undergraduate students enrolled in business courses at a large Midwestern university, and were offered extra course credit
for participation. They received booklets containing one of the randomly assigned experimental stimuli (one of the six different gift/
product combinations) and filler materials. Following the stimulus booklet, the participants turned to the booklet containing the dependent
measures, and manipulation checks.

We adopted a ten-item scale (alpha=0.97) by Beltramini and Stafford (1993) to measure consumers’ evaluation of the offer. For
attitude toward the brand, we used a three-item scale (alpha=0.94) used by Chattopadhyay and Basu (1990). Just prior to the conclusion
of the study session, participants were asked to rate the degree of congruence (nine-point scale anchored with highly congruent/not
congruent at all) for the gift/product combination in the offer they received during the experiment.

Results showed the manipulations worked (correlation of 0.8 between expected and reported congruence). A one-way ANOVA with
evaluation of the offer as the dependent variable was significant (F(2,195)=11.055, p<0.000). The mean evaluation scores corresponding
to low, moderate and high congruence were 5.13, 6.42 and 5.85. Pairwise mean comparisons for low/moderate (p<0.000), moderate/high
(p<0.041) and low/high (p<0.008) were statistically significant, confirming the hypothesized inverted U relationship between perceived
congruence and consumers’ evaluation of the offer. A one-way ANOVA with attitude toward the brand as the dependent variable was also
significant (F(2,195)=7.169, p<0.001). We found a significant difference (p<0.002) between attitude scores corresponding to low
(mean=4.64) and high (mean=5.71) congruence. The difference between attitude scores corresponding to moderate (mean=5.81) and high
congruence was not significant (p<0.771). Thus, the results are consistent with our argument that the arousal in object novelty and
enhancement in cognitive elaboration caused by moderate incongruence in gift/product combination is attributed more toward the offer


